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The RD-114 family of endogenous retroviral sequences in domestic cats has been shown to consist of
approximately 20 copies of genetically divergent virogenes per haploid genome. The chromosomal localization
for four endogenous sequences (RDV1-4) was accomplished by correlating the occurrence of specific feline
chromosomes with diagnostic viral DNA fragments in a panel of cat x rodent somatic cell hybrids. Analysis of
the hybrid panel revealed that endogenous RD-114 sequences are dispersed on multiple cat chromosomes, that
certain proviral segments are polymorphic with respect to the presence or absence of virus, and that a
restriction fragment characteristic of inducible RD-114 resides on a single feline chromosome (B3), probably
at a single locus.

The RD-114 gene family in domestic cats consists of
approximately 20 copies, at least 1 of which encodes an
inducible, replication-competent viral genome (1, 4, 5, 13).
Comparison of the restriction maps of molecularly cloned
endogenous sequences (9, 12) indicates that they are con-
served within the gag and pol regions, are bounded by long
terminal repeats, and are highly divergent within the env
region. This env divergence consists of both substantial
deletions and substitution with an env gene that is not
homologous to that of the competent RD-114 genome or to
that of the progenitor of RD-114, baboon endogenous virus
(1, 9). These truncated endogenous proviruses lack certain
restriction fragments characteristic of replication-competent
RD-114. Low-intensity hybridization to these characteristic
fragments in Southern blots was interpreted as evidence for
a low number (ca. 1 or 2) of inducible RD-114 proviruses in
the cat genome (9, 12). A previous molecular analysis of
several molecularly cloned endogenous RD-114 sequences
(9) indicated that each viral segment studied has a unique
cellular flank, which suggested that the virogenes are dis-
persed nonspecifically throughout the feline genome. This
conclusion was in contrast to that of an early study (2),
which concluded that feline RD-114 sequences are located
on a single linkage group (based on a sexual backcross of F1
hybrids to an RD-114-negative species of the leopard cat,
Prionailurus bengalensis). To understand the chromosome
organization of the RD-114 family and to determine if a
single site for inducible RD-114 could be identified, a group
of four endogenous RD-114 viral segments were chromo-
somally located by using a panel of rodent x cat somatic cell
hybrids.
(A portion of this work was submitted by Roger H. Reeves

in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree
from the University of Maryland, College Park, Md.)
The genetic locations of endogenous RD-114 sequences

were determined by correlating the segregation of specific
DNA sequences with the presence or absence of feline
chromosomes in two panels of cat x rodent somatic cell
hybrids. One panel (the 17 series; see Fig. 2) was made with
RAG mouse fibroblasts x fresh feline lymphocytes, and
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another panel (the 49 series; see Fig. 2) was prepared with
E36 Chinese hamster fibroblasts x fresh feline lymphocytes.
The feline parent was a different individual in each of these
panels. These hybrids preferentially retained the entire ro-
dent genome, but segregated feline chromosomes in different
combinations (6). The feline chromosome content of each
hybrid was determined by examination of karyotypes with
Giemsa-trypsin banding and by analysis of isozyme profiles.
For a given hybrid, high-molecular-weight DNA, isozyme
extracts, and karyotypes were prepared at the same cell
passage. Each hybrid in the panel was analyzed karyologi-
cally (6) and electrophoretically for up to 30 isozyme mark-
ers previously mapped to feline chromosomes (6, 8). The
segregation of individual retroviral loci was followed by
hybridizing radiolabeled probes (10) synthesized from
subgenomic viral fragments or unique sequences flanking
endogenous proviruses to Southern blots of DNA from the
somatic cell hybrids (11). In general, the multiple viral
fragments were highly discordant with each other in the
hybrid panel, indicating the dispersal of RD-114-specific
sequences to multiple cat chromosomes (7).
A molecularly cloned probe (B11.0) representing 1.0

kilobase (kb) of information from the gag region of replica-
tion-competent RD-114 visualized low-molecular-weight
fragments of 0.7, 0.9, 0.95, and 1.0 kb after BamHI digestion
of cat cell DNA (Fig. la). Of these fragments, two (0.7 and
1.0 kb) appeared as low-copy-number sequences in BamHl-
digested cat cell DNA and segregated in the somatic cell
hybrid panels (Fig. la). The first was a 0.7-kb fragment that
corresponded to the size of an unusual gag region BamHl
fragment from a molecularly cloned endogenous provirus
analyzed previously (9). The presence of this fragment was

97% concordant with chromosome C2 and highly discordant
with all other cat chromosomes (30 to 80%; see Fig. 2).
These data permit the assignment of this provirus (termed
RDV4 for RD-114 endogenous virus 4) to feline chromosomne
C2.
The 1.0-kb BamHI fragment detected with the gag region

probe is characteristic of replication-competent RD-114 (9)
(Fig. la). This fragment was 100% concordant with chromo-
some B3 and highly discordant with all other feline chromo-
somes in the 49 series hybrids (Fig. 2), permitting its
assignment to chromosome B3. In the 17 series, the 1.0-kb
band was discordant with chromosome B3 and with all the
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FIG. 1. Genetic mapping of endogenous RD-114 sequences. The segregation of DNA fragments recognized by RD-114-specific and
flanking sequence probes was correlated with the retention or loss of cat chromosomes from cat x rodent somatic cell hybrids (Fig. 2).
Restriction maps of individual RD-114 molecular clones appear above each autoradiogram and have been described elsewhere (9). Thick
segments of map in b and c represent viral sequences and thin lines are feline cellular flanks. Probe fragments are indicated by underscored
regions of the restriction maps. (a) RDVI (1.0 kb) and RDV4 (0.7 kb) resolved with a gag-specific probe from replication-competent RD-114
after BamHI digestion; fragments of 0.95 kb (e.g., 49C3, 49C19, and 49C23) and 0.9 kb (49C17, 49C18, and 49C24) were discordant with all
markers in the hybrid panels; 0.7-kb fragments, weakly visualized in DNAs from 49C3, 49C7, 49C11, and 49C20 were clearly identified in
longer exposures; E36 + B1.0 contains a mixture ofDNA from the Chinese hamster cell line E36 and a plasmid containing a 1.0-kb gag region
fragment characteristic of competent RD-114; (b) RDV2 (3.8 kb) resolved with a flanking sequence probe derived from endogenous RD-114
clone Ren.6c after HindlIl digestion of hybrid DNA; (c) RDV3 (alleles of 9.0 and 9.7 kb) resolved with a flanking sequence probe from clone
Ren.2a; a 3.0-kb sequence was also visualized by this probe. Fas 11K is a domestic cat heterozygous for the restriction fragment-length
polymorphism.

remaining cat chromosomes. The lowest discordance value
was feline chromosome A3 (D) = 13%), which raised the
possibility of an additional RDV locus on feline A3, but this
chromosome was highly discordant (D = 33%) with the
1.0-kb fragment in the 49 series (Fig. 2). The perfect concor-
dance of the 1.0-kb fragment with chromosome B3 in the 49
series, but not in the 17 series, is consistent with the
conclusion that the feline parent of the 17 series was
heterozygous for an endogenous virus on B3 and the same
locus was homozygous positive in the feline parent of the 49
series. This interpretation is supported by the observation
that all the 17 series discordant hybrids were of the "frag-
ment negative/chromosome positive" variety. Because of
the inference that the segment on chromosome B3 repre-
sents the inducible locus in cats, it has been named RDVI.
Two endogenous sequences were mapped by using unique

DNA sequences flanking proviruses as probes. These probes
were derived from molecular clones of endogenous RD-114
sequences isolated from a genomic library of cat kidney
DNA (9). The first flanking sequence probe, Fl.6c, was
derived by a HindIII/BamHI double digest of clone Ren.6c
(Fig. lb). This probe detected a HindIII restriction fragment-
length polymorphism when hybridized to cel-l4lar DNA of
domestic cats. When examined with this clone, three types
of cats were found, as follows: (i) homozygotes for a 3.5-kb
fragment; (ii) homozygotes for a 3.8-kb fragment; and (iii)
heterozygotes for these two allelic forms. The parent of the
17 series was heterozygous, while the 49 series parent was

homozygous for the 3.5-kb fragment. Neither mouse nor
hamster DNA contained a homologous segment (Fig. lb).
This 3.5/3.8-kb polymorphic HindIII fragment identified an
endogenous sequence locus, designated RDV2, which was
concordant (97%) with feline chromosome Al and highly
discordant with all of the other feline chromosomes. One of
the hybrids, 49C22D*E, contained only the long arm of
chromosome Al(q). Since this hybrid was positive for both
RDV2 and the esterase-D isozyme marker (ESD), both
RDV2 and ESD can be regionally assigned to chromosome
Alq.
Two cellular flanking sequence probes were readily iso-

lated from clone Ren.2a (Fig. lc). A 1.6-kb EcoRI flanking
DNA fragment from the left end of this clone hybridized to
multiple fragments in cat cellular DNA, indicating that a
reiterated sequence was present in this region. The adjacent
3.6-kb BamHI/EcoRI fragment (probe Fl.2a) consistently
recognized fragments of 9.7 and 3.0 kb in EcoRI-digested cat
cellular DNA (Fig. lc). The 3.0-kb fragment was present in
every hybrid that contained any cat chromosomes, suggest-
ing that it may be a member of a widely dispersed family of
repetitive sequences. The 9.7-kb fragment and a 9.0-kb
restriction fragment-length polymorphism detected by the
same probe were highly concordant with feline chromosome
B3 and discordant with all other feline chromosomes, indi-
cating that the endogenous sequence in clone Ren.2a (des-
ignated RDV3) maps to chromosome B3 (Fig. 2).

Genetic mapping with sexual genetics is difficult for a
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FIG. 2. Chromosome and RD-114 phenotype of cat x rodent somatic cell hybrids. Percent discordance between each chromosome and
markers of four endogenous RD-114 loci is indicated. RDVI showed 33% discordance with chromosome B3 in the 17 series hybrids and 0%
in the 49 series hybrids (*). U, Not determined. Hybrids were scored for Giemsa-trypsin karyology and specific isozyme markers previously
mapped to feline chromosomes (3, 6, 7).
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multigene family such as this one, in which the complexity
and low levels of variation between individuals do not
provide assayable markers for the segregation of the genes in
question. Analysis of complex gene families is simplified,
however, in somatic cell hybrids that segregate chromno-
somes of the species of interest. Through the use of detailed
restriction maps and unique sequence probes derived from
molecular clones of endogenous sequences, individual
RD-114 loci have been identified and mapped to specific
feline chromosomes. Several of our findings suggest that the
replication-competent RD-114 genome resides at a single
locus. First, a gag region fragment characteristic of the
genome of the inducible virus has not been seen in numerous
molecular clones of defective RD-114 proviruses. This frag-
ment hybridizes with low intensity in genomic blots, indicat-
ing that it is present at low copy number in the cat genome
(9). A second fragment characteristic of the pol-env region of
the competent virus has also been reported to be present as
a single copy sequence (12). Second, the characteristic
fragment residues on a single chromosome, B3. Finally,
some homologs of chromosome B3 present in the cat popu-
lation do not exhibit this fragment, an unlikely situation if
several copies of the viral genome are present on each
homolog.

Roger H. Reeves is a fellow of the Damon Runyon-Walter
Winchell Cancer Fund (DRG 835).
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